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Early History of VE9CS & CKFX Vancouver

1929 - Mediumwave station CKFC moved to Chalmers United Church at 12th and 
Hemlock and also started a shortwave station, VE9CS, with an output of only 2 watts. It 
carried church services intended for reception in the interior of southern BC and even 
south all the way to California.

CKFC and VE9CS remained under the control of the United Church until 1936, when 
they were leased to the Standard Broadcasting Company. Church services were still 
carried, but extra airtime was sold to sponsors. It was around this time that the 
shortwave outlet adopted the call CKFX.

Engineer Laurie Irvine described the transmitter as a simple breadboard, constructed 
from a design in the Amateur Radio Relay League handbook. He thought the shortwav 
audience was nil.

In 1937 Standard Broadcasting was taken over by the Sun Publishing Company. CKFC 
and CKFX moved to the Sun Tower building.

In 1940 CKFC had to give up ts licence, as the government tried to organize the 
cluttered airwaves in the Vancouver area. Station CKWX took over the church 
broadcasts and also CKFX shortwave. CKFX thus became the shortwave relay of 
CKWX. CKWX was located in the Hotel Georgia until 1941.

above from Imagine Please: Early Radio Broadcasting in British Columbia, by Dennis J. 
Duffy, 1983.

------------------------

Closure of Worldʼs Smallest Station
by Arthur Cushen, August 1996 New Zealand DX Times

Regarded as the worldʼs lowest powered shortwave transmitter CKFX Vancouver, which 
operated on 6080 khz with 10w and relayed CKWX has closed. I first heard this station 
in August 1940 and the verification letter [see below] indicated they had just erected a 
ʻVʼ beam type antenna. In 1956 the aerial was replaced by a two element vertical array 
and in 1979, it was replaced by a quarter wave omni directional.

When I visited the station in 1986, the Chief Engineer indicated that in the early days 
the station was broadly beamed in a north east direction and the whole purpose of the 
transmitter was to cover the small fishing villages on the British Columbia Coast. In the 
1940ʼs and 1950ʼs these towns and villages did not have their own radio station. Since 
then radio has moved into the area and there is very little purpose for keeping CKFX on 
the air except to serve DXers. The transmitter remained at 10w throughout its entire 



broadcasting life and listeners will regret the ending of this broadcast which was a 
challenge world wide to hear this worldʼs lowest powered radio station.



As indicated in my discussions with the Chief Engineer in 1986, the life of the shortwave 
outlet was very much a promotion for radio listeners, giving them a challenge to hear 
this long established broadcaster, and it seems that the station, with replacement of the 
transmitter required, has decided to end the days of CKFX.

------------------------

DXerʼs Report
Ben Krepp, Massachusetts, October 1997

During my vacation in Washington State and BC, I planned to try and hook up with Jack 
Weibe, CE of CKWX, to get an update on plans for reactivating their SW service. About 
a year and a half ago the DX community got word of some possible goings-on as a 
result of a visit to Jack by a DXer (I think it was Guy Atkins, but I donʼt recall for sure). I 
called Jack and learned the fate of their SW service. Sadly, what I learned on the phone 
rendered an in-person visit meaningless: the mgmt of CKWXʼs [from this point on, Mr. 
Krepp means CKFX when he says CKWX - Harold Sellers] AM ʻparentʼ decided not to 
reactivate the SW service, and has let CKWXʼs licence lapse. The CKWX xmtr, which 
used a single 807 tube, ran 10 watts, and dated from the period 1945-1947, gave up the 
ghost in the late 1994/early 1995. At that time, Jack Weibe explored the possibility of 
getting the SW svc back on the air using a modified ham xmtr running arnd 100 watts. 
The estimated cost of doing this was approximately $100. Unfortunately, this approach 
didnʼt pan out: the xmtr would have to be ʻtype approvedʼ by Industry Canada, and the 
cost of doing this ranged in the many thousands of dollars. This was deemed 
unacceptable. Jack then explored getting the SW svc on the air using a new SW xmr. A 
new xmtr of arnd 1 kw would cost the stn between $20,000 and $30,000. Given that the 
original motivation for the SW svc -- to serve remote fishing communities on the BC 
coast -- was no longer relevant, the stn mgmt deemed the expenditure unacceptable. 
The decision to allow the SW licence to lapse followed from this. There are no longer 
any plans whatsoever to reactivate the CKWX SW svc.



 

 

 

 



 



CKFX 6080 kHz Vancouver, British Columbia 
 
The following photocopied pictures and diagram, were supplied by CKWX/CKFX, possibly in 
1982. 

 
 

Figures 1a and 1b: CKFX transmitter front panel 



 
Figure 2: Transmitter with front panels removed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure3: Rear of transmitter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Fig. 5: Antenna Installation Diagram 



1989 Photographs 
by Harold Sellers 

 

 
 

above: CKFX vertical antenna 
 



 
 

above: Transmitter building on Lulu Island, CKFX antenna at left, one of CKWX 1130 kHz 
towers at right 

 

The CKWX/CKFX transmitter site was located near the junction of Blundell Road 
and No. 6 Road.



CKFX QSL ALBUM

  VE9CS, by Bill Sparks, 1934

    VE9CS, by Bill Sparks, 1936

Thanks to Jerry Berg and the Committee to Preserve Radio Verifications for the following.



CKWX, by Sidney Steele, 1934



CKFX, by Bill Flynn, 1956


